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Abstract. The coal gasification process is one of the technologies which gain more and more attention among
technologists dealing with processing and utilization of coal. In case of ground gasification, one of such technologies
is fluidized bed gasification. For such gasification the guidelines were elaborated within the scientific project of NCBiR
no. 23.23.100.8498/R34 Authors chose main of these guidelines, concerning the required levels of certain coal features.
In purpose of investigating coal for its suitability to gasification, samples were collected from two Polish mines: ZG
Janina and ZG Wieczorek and processed properly.
The methods being used to visualization of multidimensional data through transformation of multidimensional space
into two-dimensional space allow to present multidimensional data on computer screen. Among such methods,
relevance maps method can be found which was used in this paper to present and analyze set of seven-dimensional data
describing coal samples originating from both mines. It was decided to check whether this method of visualization
of multidimensional data allows to divide the samples space into subspaces of various usefulness to the process of fluidal
gasification or not. The method enables the visualisation of the optimal subspace containing the set requirements
concerning the properties of coals intended for this process.

1 Introduction
In the paper, coal samples coming from two coal mines Janina Mining Plant (ZG Janina) and Wieczorek Coal
Mine (ZG Wieczorek) were analysed. The above
mentioned samples were taken in order to evaluate their
suitability for on-surface gasification in fluidised bed.
The properties of coals directed to gasification must
comply with the limits [3, 5-8, 32-33, 40-41], wherein it
must be noted that they are linked with each other.
The evaluation of coal suitability for gasification should be
therefore conducted multidimensionally with the use
of multidimensional distributions of properties and their
statistics [4, 15-24, 27, 30-31, 35-38, 43-53]. It is a natural
thing that the analysis of multidimensional properties
and statistics begin with the analysis of particle density
distribution and particle size distribution of coals
and then is extended on the basis of further coal properties,
especially the contents of components and reactions
to the processes of its processing. The analysis of coal
in terms of distribution of the so-called class-fraction
is the initial information on the coal capability
of developing the surface area and concentration
of flammable and volatile parts and ash.
While multidimensional methods of visualisation allow
for the combined interpretation of all measured properties
in tested terms. Recently, with development of information
science, multidimensional statistical analyzes gained
significant meaning. It is worthy to mention here
multidimensional visualization methods which can be
treated as modern analysis tools. Among such types
a

of methods the observational tunnels method can be
found], parallel axes method, Kohonen maps, relevance
maps, Principal Component Method, multidimensional
scaling or autoassociative neural networks. The sources
where is possible to find additional information about
the applied methodology and similar methods are [1-2,
12-14, 25-26, 28-29, 34, 39, 42, 54].

2 Data
In total, from both coal mines, 99 samples (50 from ZG
Janina and 49 from ZG Wieczorek were obtained
containing such parameters as: total sulfur content,
hydrogen content, nitrogen content, chlorine content, total
carbon content, heat of combustion and ash content.
The card of technological suitability of coal was used
additionally [5-6], in which key, relevant and additional
parameters, having effect on the gasification process,
were described. On the card's basis coal samples, which
are subjected to the gasification process in an effective
way, were identified. Conditions used are: calorific value
[kJ/kg]>18000,
ash
contents<25%,
chlorine
contents<0.1%, total sulfur contents<2%, elementary
carbon contents>60%, 3.5% ≤ hydrogen contents ≤ 5.5%,
nitrogen contents<2%. On the basis of the presented
conditions, among the analysed 99 samples only 18
samples were identified as those which can be subject
to gasification in an efficient way. Among those 18
samples, 17 came from ZG Janina and only one sample
came from ZG Wieczorek.
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Table 1. Elemental analysis of coal in layer II after beneficiation in the jig - ZG Janina
Total sulphur

Hydrogen

Nitrogen

Chlorine

content

content

content

content

Sta [%]

Ha [%]

Na [%]

Cla [%]

< 1.00

1.09

3.75

1.06

0.14

1.00 – 2.00

0.88

3.99

1.05

0.15

Fraction
d [mm]

Total

Heat of

Ash

combustion

content

Qsa [kJ/kg]

Aa [%]

62.70

24 727

9.20

66.10

26 074

5.10

carbon
content
Ca [%]

2.00 - 3.15

0.86

4.01

1.08

0.12

66.30

26 116

4.70

3.15 – 5.00

0.88

3.88

1.03

0.09

65.10

25 785

4.80

5.00 - 6.30

0.95

4.21

1.09

0.08

66.70

26 489

4.80

6.30- 8.00

0.87

4.33

1.15

0.08

66.00

26 380

4.80

8.00 – 10.00

1.01

4.2

1.15

0.09

66.90

26 486

5.00

10.00 - 12.50

0.83

4.17

1.09

0.09

67.60

26 633

4.70

12.50 – 16.00

0.84

4.31

1.13

0.07

68.40

26 771

4.90

16.00 – 18.00

0.69

4.45

1.11

0.08

68.00

27 267

4.70

In order to investigate the mineral beneficiation
capability intended for the process of gasification
in fluidised bed - bituminous coals from ZG Janina (coal
of 31.2 type) and ZG Wieczorek (coal of 32 type) - each
of them was subjected to the beneficiation process
in the laboratory ring jig (10 rings, coal in the class of 018mm). After the completion of the separation process,
material was divided into 5 layers (with 2 rings) and each
of them was sieved on sieves into 10 particle fractions,
establishing yields of layers and fractions. Then, products
obtained in such a way – particle fractions, after
the separation of analytical samples, were subjected
to chemical elemental and technical analysis of coal
in order to characterise features influencing gasification
processes. Table 1 presents an example of the obtained
data for layer II from ZG Janina.

3.2 Algorithm
Set of initial data compounds of elements described
by n features. It can be then treated as set of n-dimensional
vectors. Let mark ith initial data vector as xi=(xi,1, xi,2, …
xi,n). Algorithm serving to realize visualization by means
of relevance map consists several steps, which are:

Scaling of initial data. Individual features,
represented by individual data dimensions
are scaled in the way assuring their fitness
to the same specific range. It was decided to scale
the individual coordinates (features) of data set
vectors to range (0, 1).
 Randomization of initial location of points
images in 2-dimensional space. Let assume
that image of jth point xj, what means the point
related to it in 2-dimensional space, will
be marked as pj=(uj, vj). In previous point each
of data vectors coordinates was scaled to range
(0, 1). That is why the initial coordinates uj and vj
were drawn also from range (0, 1) by plate
probabilistic distribution applied.
 Randomization of initial location of relevance
points in 2-dimensional space. For n-dimensional
data n such points are created. These points will
be marked as wi=(yi, zi). Initial coordinates yi
and zi are drawn also from range (0, 1) by means
of application of plate probabilistic distribution.
Next steps are realized for each initial data vector:
 For certain jth vector of data xj the distance
of its image pj from each relevance point wi
is calculated by means of Euclidean metrics:

3 Relevance maps
3.1 Description of the method
Relevance maps method on plane serving for data
visualization is based on placing special points called
relevance points which represent individual features
of considered object [22, 29, 44]. For each feature
(coordinate) the relevance point representing this feature
is assigned. That means that by seven-dimensional data
set 7 such points are placed on plane which represent
individual coordinates. The distribution of the points
representing presented multidimensional data shows
relations between these data and features. The more ith
feature is present in certain object (what means that ith
coordinate is higher) the closest point representing certain
object according to relevance point representing ith feature
(coordinate) should be. In this way each relevance point
representing certain feature divides plane on areas more
or less dependent on ith feature (more or less distanced
from relevance point representing ith feature).

Dij 


2

yi  u j 2  z i  v j 2

(1)

The location of image pj is changed taking
into consideration distance from each relevance
point wi. It is changed in the way assuring
the distance Dij from relevance point wi
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to be relevant to iith coordinate of data vector xj.
The goal is to achieve such image pj which by
high value of ith coordinate of point xj (close to 1)
is possibly close to relevance point wi. For small
value of ith coordinate of point xj its image pj is far
from relevance point wi:

u~ j  u j  0.01

v~ j  v j  0.01

u j  yi 1  x j ,i  Dij 
Dij

v j  zi 1  x j ,i  Dij 
Dij

4 Experimental results
In purpose of visualization of seven-dimensional data
describing coal samples the computer program was
constructed which was based on assumptions presented
in previous part of the paper. It was written in C++
language by means of Microsoft Visual Studio software.
The obtained results were presented on Figs. 1-4.
These views show how seven-dimensional data
are transformed by means of relevance maps to just two
dimensions. The algorithm of visualization by means
of relevance map works in the way ensuring that despite
significant reduction of dimensions number the distances
between point representing certain data vector
and relevance points depend possibly the most
on coordinates of this data vector. In such way
the important features of seven-dimensional data can
be seen on computer screen.

(2)
(3)

~ and v~ are values after change. Equations (2)
where u
and (3) cause that point pj is closer to point wi when Dij>
1-xj,i and farther from wi when Dij< 1-xj,i. The dislocation
of point pj occurs according to straight line crossing
through points pj and wi. Constant value 0.01 means
the speed of points moving in proper directions.
Next steps are realized for each relevance point:
 For given ith relevance point its distance Dij is
calculated from each image pj of data vector by means
of equation (1).
 The location of relevance point wi is changed taking
into consideration distance from each image pj of data
vector xj. It is changed in the way assuring distance
Dij from relevance point wi to be relevant to ith
coordinate of data vector xj. Similarly like in step 5
the goal is to obtain possibly closest location of image
pj to relevance point wi by high value of ith coordinate
of point xj (close to 1). For small value of ith
coordinate of point xj its image pj is far from
relevance point wi:
y  u j 1  x j ,i  Dij
~yi  y i  0.01 i
(4)
Dij



~z i  z i  0.01





zi  v j 1  x j ,i  Dij 
Dij

Figure 1. Initial position, in which each image of point
representing seven-dimensional coal samples and each relevance
point are in random positions. By (■) the images of point
representing coal samples less suitable to fluidal gasification
were marked, (o) – samples well suitable to fluidal gasification.
Digit of the value i means relevance point representing ith
coordinate.

(5)

z are values after change. Equations (4)
where ~
y and ~
and (5) cause that relevance point wi is closer to point pj
when Dij> 1-xj,i and farther from it when Dij< 1-xj,i.
Disslocation of relevance point wi occur according
to straight line crossing through points pj and wi. The
constant value 0.01 means speed of points moving
in proper directions.
The whole procedure covered in steps 4-7 is repeated
ITER times (where ITER means the parameter accepted
in certain moment).
In this way the image of multidimensional initial data
points in two-dimensional space were obtained.
It is sufficient then to present image of each vector
on computer screen. It is realized by drawing symbol
representing fraction to which data vector xi is related
in place of coordinates (uj, vj). Additionally, symbols
representing relevance points in in screen location (yi, zi)
can be drawn. In this way the image of multidimensional
points is created on computer screen.

It was decided to check whether the method
of relevance maps of data visualization allows to divide
samples space into areas of various suitability
for on-surface fluidal gasification process. Figures 1-4
present
views
of
the
points
representing
seven-dimensional data vectors describing coal samples
obtained from ZG Janina and ZG Wieczorek. It is visible
on Figs. 1-3 how the grouping of points representing
discussed data according to the division on samples of well
suitable and less suitable coals occur with the growth
of ITER parameter. It can be seen that point being images
of the data representing the same coal fractions start
to gather in separated subareas and start to group.
The clearness of the space division grows with the growth
of ITER parameter what means better fitting
of the distance Dij between points images and relevance
points in two-dimensional space and related coordinates
of seven-dimensional data vector xj. Figure 1 shows
the initial position in which each image of entry data point

3
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and each relevance point is located in random position
on the screen. Figure 2 presents that even by small value
of the ITER parameter being equal to 100, the images
of points representing the same fractions start to group.
Figure 3 shows the most clear result which was obtained
for the discussed data according to the division of samples
into well and less suitable coals to gasification process.
It occurred by the value of ITER parameter being equal
to 2025. It can be visible on this screen that images
of points representing samples of well and less suitable
coals to gasification are located in separated subareas
and gather in groups. Also, it can be seen that these
gatherings on the whole picture can be easily separated.
That means that through application of the relevance maps
method is possible to divide samples space on the areas
of various suitability for fluidal gasification process.
Then, this method allows to qualify other, unknown
samples of coals into well or less suitable for gasification
ones through the visualization process. It is important
mainly because samples of well suitable coal gather inside
of the seven-dimensional cuboid – what is a simplification.
It occurs directly from the fact that the accepted conditions
determining
affiliation
to
this
group
(“Card of technological suitability of coal”) are simple
inequalities by which means is easily to verify such
affiliation. In reality however, it can occur that
the affiliation area can have much more complicated
shape. In such case, on the basis of larger amount
of samples which would be empirically affiliated
to the well suitable for gasification ones, the method
of relevance maps allows to try to get the division of space
into areas representing samples of coals well and less
suitable to gasification process. In this way, it can occur
that the obtained mapping will more precisely image
the reality. That is why the previous statement that
relevance maps method allows to divide the samples space
into areas of various suitability to fluidal gasification
process becomes particularly important.

Figure 3. The most clear obtained view of seven-dimensional
data representing coal samples of various suitability to fluidal
gasification process by the value of ITER parameter being equal
to 2025. By (■) the images of point representing coal samples
less suitable to fluidal gasification were marked, (o) – samples
well suitable to fluidal gasification. Digit of the value i means
relevance point representing ith coordinate.

Figure 4 presents the view of the discussed data
according to completely new sort division – on samples
of coals originating from ZG Janina and ZG Wieczorek.
It can be seen clearly that the images of the points
representing samples of coals from different mines
are located in separated subareas and form gatherings.
Furthermore, these gatherings can be easily separated
on the picture. On the basis of this Figure it can be stated
that the method of relevance maps allows to divide space
on areas being characteristic for various mines.
Thanks to this fact is possible to apply it to analyze new,
unknown samples and through their visualization
to qualify them according to their origin to the appropriate
group.
It should be noticed that the algorithm of relevance
maps method does not use the information of affiliation
of points representing data to certain fractions.
In this situation this how images of points representing
certain fraction will be grouped depends only on some data
properties noticed by the algorithm. That is why Figs 3
and 4 differ between themselves only by affiliation
of individual points to various fractions. It occurs from
the fact that both Figures were created as the result of work
of relevance maps algorithm on precisely the same sevendimensional data and by the same value of ITER parameter
being equal to 2025 (with omitted information of point
affiliation to individual fractions). That is why the location
of points on Figs 3 and 4 is identical – only the assignment
of individual points to appropriate fractions is different.

Figure 2. View of seven-dimensional data representing coal
samples of various suitability to fluidal gasification process by
the value of ITER parameter being equal to 100. Starting of
grouping is visible. By (■) the images of point representing coal
samples less suitable to fluidal gasification were marked, (o) –
samples well suitable to fluidal gasification. Digit of the value i
means relevance point representing ith coordinate.
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efficiently. Among these 18 samples, 17 originated
from ZG Janina and only one from ZG Wieczorek.
 Clearness of the results grows with more precise fitting
of the distance Dij between points images and their
relevance points in two-dimensional space
and appropriate coordinated of seven-dimensional data
vector xj (with the growth of the value of ITER
parameter).
 Clearness of obtained results depends highly
on accepted parameters.
 A problem occurring by such visualization is necessity
of selection of the parameters in purpose of getting
view which clearly presents information searched by
the researcher. It should be mention that during
conducted experiments the views were obtained by
the value of ITER parameter from 1 to 2000.
The experiments were conducted multiple times by
renewed generating of random initial values.
Sometimes it lead to obtain more clear results.
Also, various speeds of learning were assumed before
the one presented in equations 3 and 4 was accepted.
The presented results are the clearest ones
from the obtained ones.

Figure 4. View of seven-dimensional data with division into
extraction points by the value of ITER parameter being equal to
2025. By (■) the images of points representing coal samples
obtained in ZG Janina were marked, by (o) – samples of coal
obtained in ZG Wieczorek. Digit of the value i means relevance
point representing ith coordinate.

5 Conclusions
The conducted experiments based on visualization
of seven-dimensional data by means of relevance maps
methods allow to conclude that:
 Multidimensional visualization by means of relevance
maps allow to state that the images of points
representing samples of coal well or less suitable coals
are located in separated subareas and form gatherings
which can be easily separated. The relevance maps
method allow then to divide the samples space on areas
of various suitability to fluidal gasification process.
It is possible then to qualify coals to groups of well
suitable or less suitable for gasification.
 As a result of visualization applying relevance maps
method is possible to state that images of points
representing coal samples from ZG Janina and ZG
Wieczorek are located in separated subareas and form
gatherings which can be easily separated. It is possible
then to divide samples space into areas representing
various mines and to identify origin of the coals
(ZG Janina or ZG Wieczorek) by means of relevance
maps.
 The algorithm of visualization by means of relevance
maps does not use the information about the affiliation
of points representing data to certain fractions.
In such situation this how images of points
representing certain fraction will be grouped depends
only on some data properties noticed by the algorithm.
This is done independently on their affiliation
to individual fractions.
 The same division of samples space conducted by
means of relevance maps method groups points
representing analyzed data according to their origin
(point of extraction – ZG Janina or ZG Wieczorek)
and also their suitability for fluidal gasification
process.
 On the basis of “Card of technological suitability
of coal”, among analyzed 99 samples of coals only 18
of them were marked as the ones which gasify
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